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IMPLEMENTING PARALLEL ALGORITHMS 
IN CONCURRENT PROLOG: 
THE MAXFLOW EXPERIENCE 
LISA HELLERSTEIN* AND EHUD SHAPIRO*** 
I> This paper eports on the experience of implementing Shiloach and Vishkin's 
parallel MXXFLOW algorithm [7] in Concurrent PROLOG. The major dif- 
ficulties in this endeavor were understanding the algorithm, which is intri- 
cate, and adapting it to the computational model of Concurrent PROLOG. 
In spite of the difficulties, we were able to produce a Concurrent PROLOG 
program that implements he algorithm and achieves the expected complex- 
ity bounds. The lack of destructive assignment in the logic program's 
computation model prevents PROLOG from being an efficient implementa- 
tion language for many sequential lgorithms. Our main conclusion is that, 
in concurrent algorithms, message passing is a powerful substitute for 
destructive assignment. I  is therefore possible to write efficient Concurrent 
PROLOG implementations of concurrent algorithms. <1 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a part of a research program to explore the expressiveness and 
applicability of the programming language Concurrent PROLOG. The goal of this 
program is to evaluate whether a high-performance parallel computer whose "ma- 
chine language" is Concurrent PROLOG would be usable and useful. In [10,11] 
evidence was given that a virtual Concurrent PROLOG machine provides the 
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functionality required to implement a multiuser multitasking operating system. 
Hence we believe that such a machine would be usable. 
To determine its usefulness, various applications have been implemented in 
Concurrent PROLOG. The solution of classical concurrent programming problems 
in Concurrent PROLOG was explored in [4,10]. In [9] it was shown that the main 
concepts and techniques of object-oriented programming can be realized naturally 
in this language. This was demonstrated via a working prototype of a multiple- 
window system. We are also investigating the applicability of Concurrent PROLOG 
as a specification and implementation language for systolic algorithms, and several 
such algorithms, including the hexagonal-array matrix multiplication algorithm [6], 
have been implemented and tested. 
In this paper we set out to investigate the applicability of Concurrent PROLOG 
to the implementation f well-known parallel algorithms. 
Traditionally, logic was considered suitable only as a specification language, but 
not as a programming language. Even though the goal of logic programming was to 
dispense with this myth, the applications of PROLOG, the first practical ogic 
programming language, were remote from the "hard-core" algorithms tudied in 
computer science. The main reason was that these algorithms were designed for a 
von Neumann machine model. These algorithms were implementable in PROLOG, 
but usually the implementation did not achieve the algorithm's expected complexity 
bound. This was due to the lack of destructive assignment, or, more specifically the 
lack of mutable arrays and destructive pointer manipulation. 
The experience reported in this paper suggests that these, limitations do not hold 
when parallel algorithms are considered. We have investigated a complex parallel 
algorithm, which is described in terms of destructive operations on a shared 
memory. We were able to transform it into the computational model of Concurrent 
PROLOG, by replacing destructive memory manipulation with data-structure copy- 
ing and message passing. Moreover, we were able to implement i without loss of 
efficiency, under reasonable assumptions about the machine model. 
We think that this is an example of a general phenomenon, ot just a coinci- 
dence. We believe that the added expressiveness gained by having many processes 
communicating with each other can compensate for the lack of destructive assign- 
ment in the efficient implementation f parallel algorithms. Another explanation of 
the same phenomenon is that in paraUel algorithms the importance of destructive 
assignment is diminished, and that its main use is for communication. 
The problem we investigate in this paper is determining the maximum flow 
through a network. Maximum flow is one of the more difficult problems that admit 
polynomial-time solutions. Hence we thought it would be a good benchmark 
problem. 
The parallel MAXrLOW algorithm of Shiloach and Vishkin [7] is one of the more 
complicated parallel algorithms we have encountered. It solves the maximum-flow 
problem by solving O(n) maximal flow problems (described in Section 2). Appalled 
by the intricacy of this maximal-flow algorithm, we set out to explore simpler 
algorithm~, which are more suitable for the computational model of Concurrent 
PROLOG and have good complexity bounds. Alas, the algorithm~ we came up with 
did not admit the complexity bounds of the Shiloach-Vishkin algorithm, which has a 
depth complexity (a term described in Section 6) of O(n log n). After a series of 
complications, we ended up with an algorithm which is almost isomorphic to the 
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Shiloach-Vishkiu algorithm. The paper describes three algorithms which are mile- 
stones in this development. The first algorithm, the simplest one, with 17 types of 
processes and 33 clauses, has a depth complexity of O(n3). It is 93 lines of 
uncommented Concurrent PROLOG code. The second algorithm, by using more 
sophisticated ata structures, achieves a depth complexity of O(n: logn).  Its 
implementation is composed of 18 types of processes and 42 clauses, and is 107 lines 
long. The third algorithm complicates further both the data structures and the 
control structure, and achieves the same depth complexity as the Shiloach-Vishkin 
algorithm, namely O(n log n). Its implementation is composed of 18 processes and 
42 clauses, and is 218 lines long. The main problem in achieving this complexity 
bound was implementing the key data structure of this algorithm, partial sum trees, 
in Concurrent PROLOG. We have done so successfully, without destructive oper- 
ations. 
We present our three algorithms below, in order of decreasing computational 
complexity and increasing programming difficulty. Our documentation is designed 
to help the reader understand the algorithms, and to address ome of the program- 
ming and complexity issues which arose in implementing them. Complete listings of 
the three Concurrent PROLOG programs appear.in Appendices 2, 3, and 4. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
For completeness, we include a standard efinition of the M.AXFLOW problem, taken 
from [7]. The interested reader is referred to [3] for further details. 
A directedflow network N = (G, s, t, c) is a quadruple where 
(1) G = (V, E) is a directed graph; 
(2) s and t are distinct vertices, the source and the terminal respectively; 
(3) c: E ~ R ÷ assigns a non.negative capacity c(e) to each e in E. 
Let n ~ v denote a directed edge from u to v. A function f :  E ~ R ÷ is a flow if it 
satisfies 
(a) The capacity rule: 
f (e )<c(e)  foran e in E. 
(b) The conservation rule: 
in( f , o ) = out( f , v ) 
Here 
i n ( f ,v )=~. , f (u - - ,v )  
U 
is the total flow entering v, and 
out(f,v)=F_,f(v u) 
U 
is the total flow emanating from v. 
The flow value f is out(f, t) - in(f, s). 
for all v in V -  { s, t }. 
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The flow value f is a maximum flow if 
f >__ f '  for any other flow f ' .  
A flow/saturates an edge e if f (e )= c(e). 
A flow f is maximal if every direct path from s to t contains at least one 
saturated edge. 
A directed network N = (G, s, t, c) is called a layered network if G has the 
following properties: 
Each vertex v has a layer number l(c), such that l(s) = 0 and 0 < l(o) < l(t)  for 
all v in V. If n ~ v is in E, then l (v) - l(n) = 1. 
E. A. Dinic showed that it is possible to transform a maximum-flow problem into 
O(n) maximal-flow problems in layered graphs [2]. Our algorithms olve the main 
problem of finding maximal flow in a layered graph. 
3. THE GENERAL ALGORITHM 
The three algorithms are all variations of a general algorithm, which has the 
following features. 
A process is associated with each node in the graph. Two communication 
channels are associated with each edge, one in each direction. During execution of 
the algorithm, the node processes send integer messages to each other. The passage 
of messages from node to node corresponds to the transfer of flow from node to 
node. 
The algorithm begins by sending an initial amount of flow into the graph via the 
source. This flow travels through the graph until it is expelled from the graph at 
either the source or the target. The algorithm finds maximal flow by.controlling and 
tracing the passage of this flow through the graph. 
Assume that the flow moves vertically, that the source is at the top of the graph, 
and that the target is at the bottom. An edge connected to a vertex in the previous 
(following) layer is called an in-edge (out-edge). With every in-edge we associate a 
flow, which is initially 0. The flow value of an in-edge e upon termination of the 
algorithm is f (e) ,  where f is a maximal flow.,With every out-edge we associate a
(residual) capacity, which is initially the capacity of the corresponding edge in the 
network. 
When a node receives a quantum of flow, it tries to push that flow downward 
through its out-edges. The amount of flow it pushes down an edge may not exceed 
the capacity of that edge. So a node may not be able to send downward all the flow 
it receives. Any flow which the node cannot send downward, it returns upward 
through its in-edges. When flow reaches the source or the target, it is considered to 
have left the graph. The algorithm terminates when all flow has left the graph. 
".4, blocked vertex is a vertex which has returned a nonzero quantum of flow. If a 
vertex is blocked, then all its out-edges have a residual capacity of zero. It is useless 
to send flow downward to a blocked vertex, became the blocked vertex will send it 
right back up. The algorithm uses the following method to prevent he wasted effort. 
When a vertex first becomes blocked, it sends some sort of block message up all its 
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in-edges. The vertices receiving the block messages set the residual capacity of edges 
to zero. This prevents new downward flow from reaching the blocked vertex. 
The algorithm is physically intuitive. Ima~ne a vertical network of pipes, where 
each pipe has a volume capacity. Push a steady volume of liquid into the network by 
way of the source. The liquid will flow downward through the pipes as long as the 
pipes have enough capacity to accommodate it. At some point, though, a quantum 
of flow may reach a junction of pipes and not be able to continue downward. The 
liquid will then be returned upward until it finds another oute down, or is expelled 
from the network at the source. If we assume that the liquid travels downward 
whenever possible, and the volume of flow entering the graph at the source is 
relatively large, it seems intuitively that we will have maximal flow through the 
network. 
4. PULSE OPERATIONS 
The algorithm is divided into "pulses." During each pulse the vertex processes all 
perform an identical series of operations. 
In the first pulse, the source sends a message C on all its out-channels, where C is 
the capacity of the channel. The target sends a zero message on all its in-channels, 
and the vertices end zeros on their in and out channels. 
Subsequently, a pulse consists of the following four operations. 
pushed: Take one message (flow quantum) from each of the vertex's in-chan- 
nels. Increase the flow associated with the channel by the amount of the 
quantum. Add together the total amount of flow received on the in-channels. 
re turned:  Take one message from each of the vertex's out-channels. If the 
message is not zero, then it has been returned from a blocked vertex. Prevent 
further flow from being pushed to the blocked vertex by setting the residual 
capacity of the edge to zero. Add together the total amount of flow received on 
the out-channels. 
NOTE. The flow (integer messages) received by the vertex on its in and out channels 
is considered to be "excess" flow stuck at the vertex. The excess flow is expelled 
from the vertex in the push and return operations. 
push: Send as much excess flow as possible along the out-channels. Flow 
pushed down a channel cannot exceed the capacity of that channel. Decrease 
the capacity of each channel by the amount of flow sent along it. 
re t u r n: Send upwards along the in-channels any excess flow that could not be 
pushed from the vertex. Flow returned up a channel cannot exceed the amount 
of flow associated with that channel. Decrease the flow 'associated with each 
channel by the amount of flow sent along it. If a nonzero amount of flow is 
returned from the vertex, send messages along all the vertex's in-channels to 
signal that it is blocked. 
The algorithms include a monitor process which halts execution of the vertex 
processes when a maximal flow is found. The algorithms are initiated by starting all 
the vertex processes associated with a given graph. In our implementations, this 
means that each initial vertex process is given two lists: one of the channels 
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associated with incoming edges, and one of the Channels associated with outgoing 
edges. The outgoing channels have associated capacity values. The incoming chan- 
nels have initial flow values of 0. 
5. THE THREE ALGORITHMS 
The general algorithm is underspecified in two major areas. First, it does not specify 
the data structure used by each vertex process to manage its edges. Second, it does 
not specify push and return policies. Suppose a vertex has a quantum of flow which 
it wants to return along its in-edges. Suppose also that any of several of the in-edges 
is able to accommodate he flow. The algorithm must have some policy which 
determines which of the in-edges is to be used. 
Our three algorithms differ in their data structures and in their return policies. 
The differences significantly affect the complexity bounds of the algorithms. 
Algorithm 1 is the simplest of the algorithms. Each vertex process in the 
algorithm stores its edges in list form. Edge operations accordingly take linear 
time. The return policy of Algorithm 1 is to proceed linearly down the list of 
in-edges. When a vertex process reaches an edge, it sends as much of the 
remaining flow down the edge as possible. 
Algorithm 2 has the same return policy as Algorithm 1, but stores its edges at the 
leaves of a binary tree. The tree structure allows O(log n) edge manipulation. 
Algorithm 3also uses binary trees for edge manipulation. It has a more sophisti- 
cated return strategy: vertices return flow in LIFO order. Each vertex keeps a 
stack which, conceptually, puts an dement (Q, e) on the stack for each 
message received on an in-edge. Q is the value of the message, and e identifies 
the in-edge. If a vertex has to return a quantum Q of flow, it pops a total Q of 
flow off the stack, and returns the flow along the edges indicated by the 
popped elements. 
We now describe characteristic dements of each of the three algorithms. The 
characteristics of.each algorithm, and their complexity bounds, appear in Table 1. 
Algorithm 1 
Two separate lists of edges are kept for each vertex o, one for the in-edges, and one 
for the out-edges. Each dement in the in-list is associated with an in-edge e, and has 
the form e (Flow valuer Down-channdt Up-channel). The flow value is the value 
f (e)  of the edge. 
The down-channel is a read-only channel which transmits messages from a vertex 
vl in the previous layer. All flow quantums pushed to vertex o through edge e are 
received by v on this down chalmel. The up-channel leads to vertex ol. Vertex o 
returns flow and sends block messages (described below) on this up-channel. 
Each element in the out-list is similarly associated with an out-edge l, and has 
the form ¢(Flow capacityp Down-channdt Up-chunnd). Vertex v pushes flow 
down through edge el using this down--ehannd. The up-channel is read only, and 
receives returned quantifies and block messages from a vertex in the following layer. 
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TABLE 1. 
Algorithm I Algorithm 2 Algorithm 3 
Data structure List Binary tree Binary tree 
for edge 
management 
Return Return in Return in Return flow 
policy order edges order edges in LIFO order 
appear in list appear in along edges 
leaves of which have 
tree transmitted 
flow 
Maximum O( n 2 ) O( n 2 ) 2 n 
number of 
pulses 
Complexity O(n) O(Iog n ) O(Iog n) 
of a pulse 
Overall O(n 3) O(n 2 log n) O(n log n) 
complexity 
We begin by presenting an explanation of the push and return routines, the 
Concurrent PROLOG code, and relevant comments. Note that Algorithm 1 has 
identical linear push and return policies. 
pus h ( Q, 0u t l J s t ,  New0u t I J s t ). O is the amount of flow to be pushed from 
the vertex. 
Proceed down the list of out-edges (Out l J st). If an out-edge has a residual 
capacity C, then send rain(Q, C) through the down-channel of the edge. Decrease 
both Q and C by the amount sent, and proceed to the next edge with the new value 
of Q. If Q1 is the total amount of flow to be pushed from our vertex, then Excess is 
the amount of flow remaining after we send as much of (21 as possible down the 
out-edges: 
push(N,Q Jn ,c (Cap ,Qout? .Down,Up) .L i s t ,  
c (Cap l? ,Down,Up) .L J s t l ,Excess )  
Qout := mJn(QJn,Cap) g 
Cap1 := Cap-Qout & 
QJnl := Q in -Qout  g 
push(NA in l? ,L J s t? ,L i s t l ,Excess ) .  
_ 
push(N,Excess,nJL,nJL,Excess). 
The process X'= T performs a lazy evaluation of the arithmetic expression T
and, if and when successful, unifies the result with X. 
The first clause of push demonstrates the use of read-only occurrences of 
variables in the head of a clause. This is a new use for the read-only variable, and is 
discussed in detail in Appendix 1. 
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re turn(Q,Out l i s t ,Newout l i s t ) .  The return routine, like the push 
routine, sends flow quantums to other vertices, and alters values associated with 
edges. However, if a vertex returns a nonzero quantity of flow, the vertex becomes 
blocked, and the re turn  routine must notify all adjacent vertices on the previous 
layer of the fact. Consider a node which returns a nonzero quantity of flow, and 
which has more than one in-edge. It is possible that after sending the return flow 
down the first few in-edges, the node will have no more flow to send along the other 
in-edges. Nodes on the p~vious layer, when receiving the positive quantities of 
returned flow, will know that the channels used lead to blocked vertices. Therefore, 
it is not necessary to send a specific block message along these channels in addition 
to the returned flow. To notify the vertices not receiving part of the returned flow, 
the return process ends the constant "block." 
re turn(Qout ,L i s t , L i s t l  )<- 
Qout \= ¢ I 
re turn l (Qout ,L i s t? ,L i s t l  ). 
re turn(O,L i s t , L i s t l )<-  
send(¢ ,up .L i s t , L i s t l ) .  
return1(O,c(Flow,Down,block.Up).List, 
c(Flow, Down,Up).Listl )<- 
returnl(O.list?,listl ). 
returnl(Amt,c(Flow,Down,Backflow?.Up).List, 
c(Flowl?,Down,Up).listl)<- 
Amt \=  ¢ I 
Backflow -= min(Flow,Amt) & 
Flow1 := Flow - Backflow? g 
Amtl := Amt - Backflow? g 
returnl(Amt1?, List?, listl). 
returnl (¢,ni l,ni l ). 
send(X, uptc(Amt,Down,X.Up).List, 
c(Amt,Down,Up).Listl)<- 
send(X,up,list?,listl). 
send(X,Dir,nil,nil). 
pushed(Q, In l ist ,NewInl ist )  and returned(Q,Out l ist ,New 
Out l i s t )..The pushed and returned routines of Algorithm 1, like the push and 
return routines, are fairly symmetrical. Both linearly traverse dge lists and collect 
flow messages. They total the amount of flow received. The returned routine has the 
added t~sk of receiving and interpreting block messages. Either the constant "block" 
or a nonzero message, when received on an out-channel, indicates that the channel 
leads to a blocked vertex. The returned routine handles uch block messages by 
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setting the capacity of the transmitting edge to 0 in NewOu t l J s t. In summing flow 
messages, returned understands the constant "block" to signify a zero quantity of 
flow: 
pushed (Amt, c ( F low, X. Down, Up). L i s t ,  
c(NewfLow?,Down?,Up) .L ist l )<-  
pushed(Amt l , L i s t? ,L i s t l )  & 
Newflow := Flow + X & 
Amt := X + Amt l? .  
pushed(O,nil,nil). 
returned(Amt.c(Cap, Down,X.Up).List, 
c(O, Down,Up?).Listl)<- 
x \ :o l  
returned(Amtl,List?,Listl) & 
add_ retu rned(X,Amtl?,Amt ). 
re turned(Aet ,c (Cap,  Down,O.Up).L ist ,  
c (Cap,Down,Up?) .L i s t l )<-  
re turned(Amt ,L i s t?pL is t l  ).  
returned(~,nil,nil). 
add_returned(X,Amt,Total)<- 
X \: block I 
Total:= X + Amt. 
add_returned(block,Amt,Aet). 
For completeness, we also include here the code for a vertex, and the monitor's 
code: 
vertex(N, Inlist,Outlist,Control)<- 
send(O,down,Outlist,Outlistl ) & 
send(O,up, Inlist,Inlistl) & 
ver texl (N, In I i st1 ?,Out I i st17, Cont ro I ). 
vertex1(N, Inlist,Outlist,Halt)<- 
infowrite(vertex(N),inlist, Inlist) & 
infowrite(vertex(N),outlist,Outlist). 
ver texl (N, In I i s t,Out I i st, Cont ro I )<- 
pushed(Amt, Inlist, Inlistl ) & 
returned(Amtl,0utlist,Outlistl) I 
Excess := Amtl + Amt & 
push(N, Excess?tOutListl?.Outlist2,Excessl) & 
re tunn(Excess l? t In l i s t l ? t In l i  st2) & 
vertex1 (N, In I i s t2?,Out I i s t27,  Cont ro I ) .  
monitor(O,*,*,halt). 
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monitor(Goal, X.Xs, Y.Ys, Control) <- 
Goal > ¢ I 
Goal1 := Goal - X - Y & 
monitor(Goal1?, Xs?, Ys?, Control). 
Algorithm 2
Algorithm 2 makes use of partial sum trees. A partial sum tree is a complete binary 
tree with numerical values at its leaves. Each node of the tree is assigned a value. If 
N is a node in tree T, and S is the largest subtree having N as its root, then the value 
assigned to node N is the sum of all the leaves of S. 
Algorithm 2 builds two partial sum trees for each vertex, one for the in-edges (the 
intree), and one for the out-edges (the outree). Each leaf of the intree has the form 
c (Flow value, Down-channel, Up-channel), exactly like the elements of the in-list 
in Algorithm 1. Each leaf of the outree has the form c (Capacity, Down-channel, 
Up-channel), exactly like the elements of the out-list in Algorithm 1. 
The trees are built at the start of the algorithm. The value at the root of each 
intree is the total amount of flow which has been sent to the associated vertex. The 
value at the root of each outree is the total residual capacity of edges emanating 
from the vertex. 
The pushed and returned operations use the partial sum tree to recursively sum 
the flow sent along the channels at the leaves. 
pushed(@, In t ree ,NewInt ree) .  For every node N in the tree, simulta- 
neously and independently find the sums of the leaves of its left tree, and the sums 
of the leaves of its right tree. 
Add the two values together to find the flow pushed to the leaves of the tree 
having N as its root: 
pushed ( Amt, c ( F low, c ( A,B, C ) ,Y  ) ,  c ( Newf low?,W?, Z? ) )< - 
pushed(Amt l , c (A ,B ,C) ,W)  & pushed(Amt2,Y?,Z)  & 
Alnt := Amtl + Amt2 g 
NewfLow := FLow + Amt. 
pushed (X,  c ( F low, St rm(X. Xs ) ,Y) ,  
c(Newf low? ,s t rm(Xs?) ,Y ) )<-  
Newflow -= Flow + X. 
Returned is basically an identical procedure, except that it handles block mes- 
sages also. 
Push and return use the values stored at the nodes of the partial sum trees. 
push(@,Outree,NewOutree,Excess) .  Chock the value V at the root of 
0u t ree .  Then rain(Q, v)  will be sent down the partial sum tree to the channels at 
the leaves. Any flow Q - rain(Q, V) that can't be sent to the leaves is considered to 
be excess flow. It is sent upward from the vertex in the subsequent return operation. 
Send the flow down to the leaves as follows. Given an mount  of Q1 at a node N 
of the tree, find the values QL and QR at the roots of the left and right subtrees. 
Send rain(Q1, QL) down the left subtree, and any excess to the right subtree. When 
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a flow quantum~achesaleafofthetree,  pla~ that quantumon the down-channd 
stored at theleaf to send the quantumtoanotherve~ex: 
push(Q~n,c(Cap,X,Y) ,Newtree,Excess)  <-  
Qout := min(Q in ,Cap)  & 
Excess := Qin - Gout & 
push l (Qout? ,c (Cap ,XtY) ,Newtree) .  
push l (Q ,c (Cap ,  c (Cap l .W,X) ,c (Cap2,Y ,Z) ) ,  
c(Neucap? ,M? ,N?) )<-  
Newcap := Cap - Q & 
Q1 := min(Q, Capl) & 
push l (Q l? ,c (Cap l ,W.X) ,M)  & 
Q2 := q - Q1 & 
pushl(Q2?,c(Cap2,Y,Z),N). 
push1 (Q,c(Cap, strm(Q.Out),strm(In)), 
c(Newcap?,strm(Out),strm(In)))<- 
Newcap := Cap - Q. 
Return is similar to push. 
Algorithm 3 
Algorithm 3 is a Concurrent PROLOG implementation f the Shiloach-Vishkin 
algorithm. Changes in the data structures were necessary to adapt the algorithm to 
the capabilities of Concurrent PROLOG. Shiloach and Vishkin's implementation 
utilizes destructive assignment. Multiple processes are allowed to simultaneously 
access and update an entire single data structure. This is not possible in Concurrent 
PROLOG, but the use of communication channels and structure copying proved an 
effective substitute. The algorithm is inherently difficult because of the extensive use 
of trees and tree manipulation. 
Remember that in Algorithm 3 a stack is associated with every vertex o to record 
incoming flow. The implementation f Algorithm 3 attaches a partial sum tree to the 
stack to allow pushing and popping of the stack in O(log n) time. This tree is called 
the stacktree. Another partial sum tree, called the intree, is also associated with 
every vertex. It is used during every pulse to sum in O(log n) time, for every in-edge 
of o, the total amount of flow popped off the stack belonging to that edge. 
6. THE STACKTREE AND THE INTREE 
The stacktree is a two-tiered tree. The top tier S' is a complete binary tree. Each leaf 
is associated with a pulse. At pulse p, the tree S' has 2 ~°gp leaves. 
Attached to each leaf of S" is a subtree S". Each leaf of S" is associated with an 
edge e. At each leaf (p, e) of S" (where. p is the pulse number associated with S", 
and e is the edge associated with the leaf), is a value indicating the amount of flow 
pushed through e to o during pulse p. Each leaf of the stacktree also contains a 
communication channel to an associated leaf in the intree. 
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The leaves of the stacktree, read from left to fight, compose a stack. 
Figure 1 shows the stacktree for a vertex o, at the end of four pulses. Vertex o 
has incoming edges a, b, c, and d. Edge a has brought flow quantums of 3 and 2 to 
vertex o during pulses 2 and 4 respectively. Edge c has brought a flow quantum of 3 
during pulse 4. All other elements of the stack record the receipt of 0 flow messages. 
The intree also has two tiers. The top tier 1' is essentially the intree of Algorithm 
2. At its leaves it has up and down communication channels, and a flow value. 
The leaves of I '  also contain a subtree I". Each leaf of 1"', like each leaf of S', is 
associated with a pulse. I "  is used during each pulse to sum the values popped off 
the stack belonging to that edge. Each leaf (e, p) of the intree holds a communica- 
tion channel to the leaf (p, e) of the stacktree. 
Conceptually, we speak of popping an element (q, e) off of the stack. Let us 
assume that an element (q, e) was "placed" on the stack during pulse p, and that 
we now want to pop that element from the stack. This "pop" is actually performed 
by having the stacktree send a message to the intree. The message q is sent along the 
channel at leaf (e, p) of the stacktree. This message is received at leaf (p, e) of the 
intree. Leaf (p, e) of the intree is part of the subtree I "  associated with edge e. 
Each leaf of I "  will receive a Similar, possibly zero, message. These messages will be 
summed in O([logn]) time by utilizing the tree structure of 1". The sum will equal 
the total amount of flow to be returned along edge e during pulse p. (See Figure 2.) 
pushed(Q,  Cur rentPu lse .Pu lses InTree ,NumberOfOutedges ,  
S tackt ree . In t ree ,NewPu lses InTree ,NewStree ,NewInt ree)  
I ,,, , i 
f I i 1 
(&) (c) (b) (d) 
, 
(~) (2) (3) (~) (~) (2) (3) (~) (~) (z) (3) (~) (~) (z) (3) (~) 
o ~ oz  o o o3  o o o o o  oo  o 
FIGURE 2. Values received at 
leaves of intree during pulse 4, 
after the stacktree in Figure I has 
"popped" quantity 6of flow. 
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P1 := Pulses / 2 & 
f i ndpu l se (Tree,  Pu l se, P1 ?, P1 ?, 
Lea f ,T ree l ,Va l , Lea f l  ) .  
findpulse(Type,Tree,Pulse,Pulses,Edges,Leaf, 
Tree2,Pulses1,Val,leafl)<- 
Pulses < Pulse I 
Pulses1 := Pulses * 2 & 
buiLd_pu lses(Type,Pu lses ,Edges ,New_haLf t ree)  
jo in (Tree ,New_ha l f t ree? ,T ree l )  & 
f indpu lse(Tree l? ,Pu lse=PuLses ,Pu lses ,Lea f ,  
Tree2,Val,Leafl). 
& 
findpulse(e(V,Left,Right),Pulse,Midpt, 
Partsize,Leaf,c(Vl?,Left,Right1?),Val,Leafl)<- 
Midpt < Pulse I 
Vl := V + Vat g 
Par ts i ze l  := Par ts i ze  / 2 & 
R idpt l  := Ridpt  + Par ts i ze l  & 
f indpu lse(R ight ,Pu lse ,M idpt l ? ,Par ts i ze l? ,  
Lea f ,R ight l ,Va l , Lea f l ) .  
findpulse(c(V,Left,Right),Pulse,Midpt, 
Partsize,Leaf,c(Vl?,Leftl?,Right),Val,Leafl)<- 
Pulse =< Nidpt & Partsize\=~ I 
VI := V + Val & 
Partsizel := Partsize / 2 & 
Nidptl := Nidpt - Partsizel & 
findpulse(left,Pulse,Nidpt1?,Partsizel?, 
Leaf,leftl,Val,leafl). 
findpulse(c(X,Y),Pulse,Nidpt,~,Y, 
e(Xl?,New),Val,New)<- 
X1 := X + Val. 
We are aware that this code does not please the eye. This may reflect in part the 
intricacy of the algorithm, and in part the lack of an established Concurrent 
PROLOG programming culture and indentation style. It is also possible that, by its 
very nature, Concurrent PROLOG cannot be used to express this algorithm 
elegantly. 
return(Q, Staektree,  ln t ree,NewStree,Newintree)  
Q is the value to be returned. A total Q of flow will be sent from the leaves of the 
stacktree to the leaves of the intree. 
Start out with amount Q of flow. At each node of the stacktree, find the values 
VR and VL which appear at the roots of the left and fight subtrees. Because the 
stacktree is a partial sum tree, VR and VL are the sums of the values at the leaves of 
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the respective subtrees. Recurse on the right subtree with Q = rain(Q, VR). Recurse 
on the left subtree with the excess, Q-ra in(Q,  VR). This guarantees a LIFO 
popping of the stack. 
When the recursion reaches a leaf of the stacktree with flow quantity Q, send the 
message Q along the communication channel to the intree. Decrease the value at the 
leaf by Q to indicate that the mount  Q has been removed from the stack. Adjust 
the values at the nodes of the stacktree so that it will retain the properties of a 
partial sum tree. 
For every subtree I "  of the intree, sum the total amount of flow T sent to its 
leaves from the stacktree. If I "  is associated with edge e, then T is the amount of 
flow to return along edge e. Place T in the appropriate up-channel in the leaves 
of I: 
return(O,Stacktree, Intree,Stacktree,Intreel)<- 
send(O, up, Intree, Intreel). 
retunn(Q, Stacktree, Intree,Stacktree1,Intreel)<- 
QX=el 
wr i te ( re turn(Q) )  & 
pop_s tack(Q,Stackt ree ,Stackt ree l  ) & 
co l lec t_ re turn(Amt , In t ree ,  In t ree l ) .  
pop_stack(Q,c(Va l,Left,Right), 
c(Vall?,Left1?,Right1?))<- 
Vall := Val - Q & 
val(Right,V2) & 
Q1 := min(Q, V2) & 
pop_s tack(Q l? ,R ight ,R ight l  ) & 
Q2 :=Q - Q1 & 
pop_stack(Q2?, Lef t , Le f  t l  ) .  
pop_s tack(Q,c (Va l ,Subt ree) ,c (Va l l ? lX l ? ) )<-  
subt ree(Subt ree)  I 
Va l l :=Va l  - Q & 
pop_stack(Q, Subtree,X1) .  
pop_stack(Q, c (Va l ,  strml (Q. Xs) ) ,  
c(Va l 1 ?, s t r . l  (Xs) ) )<-  
Va l l  := Val - Q .  
pop_stack(O,c(e,nil),c(¢,nil)). 
collect_return(Amt,c(Val,Left,Right), 
c(Va l,Leftl?,Rightl?))<- 
collect return(Amtl,left,leftl) & 
collect_return(Amt2,Right,Rightl) & 
Amt = Amtl + Amt2. 
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co l lec t_ re turn(Q,  
c (Va l , s t rm(Xs) , s t rm(Ql? .Ys ) ,Subt ree) ,  
c(Vall?tstrm(Xs),strm(Ys),Subtreel))<- 
coLLect(Q, Subtree,Subtreel) & 
what_to_send(Q?,Q1) & 
VaL1 := VaL - Q. 
co l lec t (Q ,c (V ,  Le f t ,R ight ) , c (V ,Le f t1? ,R ight19) )<-  
collect(Q1,Left,Leftl) & 
collect(Q2,Right,Rightl) & 
Q := Q1 + (;12. 
co l lec t (Q ,c (V ,  s t rml (Q .Zs) ) , c (V ,  s t rml (Zs? ) ) ) .  
collect(i,c(V,nil),c(V,nil)). 
push and returned use an Outree like the one in Algorithm 2, and are 
similar to the related operations in algorithm 2. 
7. CORREffrNF~S AND COMPIJF.xrrY 
All three algorithms are correct, by the correctness proof of Shiloach and Vishkin 
[7]. We differ slightly from Shiloach and Vishkin's implementation i  our definition 
of a blocked vertex. This does not, however, affect the proof of correctness, ince 
their theoretical definition of blocked is the same as ours. 
When we speak of complexity, we refer to the depth complexity of an algorithm. 
The depth complexity is the time from the execution of the first operation of the 
algorithm to the time the last processor stops working. 
Complexity calculations are based on a definition of basic operations, which are 
considered to take unit time. The complexity of a Concurrent PROLOG program is 
dependent on the amount of time that is spent in unifying goals with the heads of 
clauses. The unification of a variable with a variable, or of a variable with a 
constant, is equivalent o a conventional assignment. An attempt to unify two 
simple constants is equivalent o the comparison of two simple constants. The 
unification of a term with a term is simply the unification of the functor names (a 
constant with a constant), and the recursive unification of the arguments. We define 
as basic operations all elementary arithmetic operations and all variable-variable, 
variable-constant, and constant-coustant unifications. In our three programs, be- 
cause of the nature of of the clauses and goals in the programs, it takes constant 
time to unify any goal with the head of a clause. 
Our complexity bounds are based on a shared-memory machine model with an 
unlimited number of processors. There is no charge for access of the processors to 
memory, or for the allocation of tasks to the processors. 
This model is identical to the model of Shiloach and Vishkin. 
Definition 1. A Concurrent PROLOG machine is stable if, given a process that can 
unify with one clause that has an empty guard, it reduces the process using the 
first unifiable clause with an empty guard. 
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Definition 2. In the case that there are not enough processors for each Concurrent 
PROLOG process, some processor will have to handle more than one process at 
a time. If processor P is given two processes P1 and P2, and it does not divide 
its processing time equitably between the two processes, the processor is deemed 
to have an unfair scheduler. In the worst case, P1 is an infinite process, and 
processor P devotes all its time to P1. 
If the implementations are run on a stable machine, then they will find maximal 
flow and terminate within the expected time bounds. On an unstable machine, 
maximal flow will be found within the expected time, that is, the proper flow values 
will be assigned to the edges within the expected time. However, the program may 
not terminate within a constant ime after this flow is found. This is due to the fact 
that a vertex process does not halt until it unifies with the first ver tex1  clause 
which appears in the text of the program. If neither the source process, nor the 
target process, nor any vertex process halts, the vertices can send 0 messages to each 
other forever. 
Our implementations will run correctly on a machine with an unfair scheduler, 
because ach vertex process must receive messages from other processes in order to 
run. Therefore, no vertex process can run indefinitely at the expense of the other 
vertex processes. 
In calculating the complexity of each of our three algorithms we find an upper 
bound on the complexity of a single pulse, and an upper bound on the total number 
of pulses. The upper bound on the complexity of each algorithm is thus the product 
of these two bounds. 
Shiloach and Vishkin proved that maximal flow is found in all the algorithms in 
at most 2l(n + 1) pulses, where I is the number of layers in the graph [7]. This is an 
O(n 2) bound. In Algorithm 1, all edge operations are performed on lists of edges. 
The number of edges in a list is bounded by n -  1, and therefore each pulse 
operation can take O(n) operations. This implies an O(n 2) bound on Algorithm 1. 
In Algorithm 2, all edge operations are performed on binary trees. These trees 
have at most 2 l°g(n- 1) leaves, so the depth of the tallest ree is log(n - 1). Each pulse 
operation can thus take time O(log n), and the algorithm has an O(n log n) upper 
bound. 
Because of the use of the stack, Algorithm 3 finds maximal flow in at most 2n 
pulses [7]. Each stacktree has at most (n -  1)2n leaves, because ach leaf of the 
stacktree is associated with a pair (p, e). The depth of the stacktree is therefore 
bounded by log[(n- 1)2n], which is O0ogn). The intree is the same size as the 
stacktree. Operations on the intree and the stacktree therefore take at most time 
O(logn). The push and returned operations take time O(logn) also, as in 
Algorithm 2. Algorithm 3 therefore has complexity O(n log n). 
8. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CONCURRENT 
PROLOG IM LEMI~NTATION 
The Shi]oach-Vishkin algorithm is written for a shared-memory model. One vertex 
process is allowed to change the values associated with another vertex process (e.g. 
the set of available edges). Our implementations, in contrast, view processes as 
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being independent. There are well-defined communication channels between 
processes, and explicit messages are sent. No process has write access to data 
belonging to another process, such as another vertex's out-edges. 
A nice result of the independence of the processes i  that we can break up the 
processes in the following natural way and, under reasonable assumptions, till 
preserve the depth complexity of our algorithms. Suppose we give the monitor, 
source, target, and vertex processes their own pool of processors and their own local 
memory. Suppose further that the processes are linked only by communication 
channels, and that it takes constant ime for a "message" (constant or variable) to 
travel from one process to another once it is placed in a communication channel. 
Under those assumptions, it is easy to see that the passing of messages does not add 
to the complexity of the algorithms. The monitor process ends n messages once at 
the end of the algorithm. The source and target send one or two messages each pulse 
to the monitor, in addition to the messages they send to the vertices. In Algorithm 1 
each vertex process sends its messages in O(n) time during each pulse.-In Al- 
gorithms 2 and 3, the vertices place their messages into the communication channels 
in parallel, and so constant time is spent in sending messages during each pulse. 
The implementation f Algorithm 3 was affected by our desire to maintain the 
independence of processes. Rather than build a large stacktree at the beginning of 
the algorithm, we grow the stacktree dynamically. This way, no vertex has to know 
the total number of vertices in the graph. 
In some sense the independence of processes i  induced or encouraged by the 
language itself. If one process is allowed to access data associated with another 
process, then those data must be explicitly shared between the two processes. The 
shared data must appear as shared variables in the heads of the process clauses. 
Shiloach and Vishkin's implementation involves a good deal of explicit processor 
management. Similar processors are indexed. Often, the program specifies which 
processors will run by computing a range of indices. Only those processors whose 
index falls within that range are allowed to execute. In contrast, our vertex processes 
run as soon as they receive messages from adjacent vertices. The only central 
process management comes from the monitor process. 
9. FUTURE RESEARCH 
The MAXFLOW experience shows that the message passing and structure copying 
capabilities of Concurrent PROLOG make it a powerful concurrent programming 
language. Using Concurrent PROLOG, it is possible to implement even an al- 
gorithm which, conceived in a traditional manner, seems to require destructive 
assignment. Substituting message passing and structure copying for destructive 
assignment, however, can cause a fundamental change in the nature of an algorithm. 
Viewing message passing, rather than variable assignment, as the basic computa- 
tion step of parallel processing may result in parallel algorithms whose implementa- 
tion in Concurrent PROLOG is more efficient, easier, and more elegant. Systolic 
algorithms are an example [6, 8]. 
Our belief in the central role of message passing in parallel processing is shared 
by other "radical" approaches to parallel computation, including Actor systems [5], 
dataflow languages [1], and systolic algorithms [6]. 
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APPENDIX I. READ-ONLY VARIABLES IN THE HEAD OF A CLAUSE 
The first clause of push in Algorithm 1 demonstrates a new use for read-only 
variables. It is potentially dangerous for the push process to send an uninstantiated, 
unprotected variable Qout on the down-channel, because some other process may 
unintentionally instantiate it. Several solutions to the problem were available. One 
solution was to have push instantiate Qou t in the guard of the clause, e.g. 
push (N,Qi n, c ( Cap,Qou t ?. Down, Up ). I i s t, 
c(Capl?,Down,Up), li st1,Excess) <- 
Qout = min(Qin,Cap) I 
Cap1 := Cap-Qout g 
Qinl "= Q in -Qout  & 
push( N,Qi nl ?,Li st?, Li st1,  Excess ). 
This way, no other process can access Qou t until Qou t is instantiated. This solution 
was rejected, however, because it results in an overuse and a misuse of the guard. 
The proper use of a guard is to distinguish between candidate clauses for process 
reduction. A simple arithmetic alculation, which is expected to always succeed, 
does not fall in this category. 
Another solution was to require other processes to access the downstream in 
read-only mode. This is, in fact, the standard method of access by one process to a 
variable instantiated by another process. This solution, however, introduced pro- 
gramming problems. Suppose a process wanted to access the out-list instantiated by 
push. It is reasonable that the process use a variable 0ut l i s t?  which waits for 
push to instantiate it. However, the 0ut l i s t?  variable unifies with 
c(Q, Down,Up) . l i s t  as soon as its head has the form c(A,B,C) .  The internal 
values A, B, and C are not protected by making Ou t l i s t read-only, and thus the 
down-channel is not protected. To protect the down-channel it would have been 
necessary to use a variable c (A ,B? ,C) .0ut l i s t  instead of 0ut l J s t? .  This is 
not a feasible solution when the down-channel has the value n i I.. The best solution 
was therefore to explicitly protect he down-channel in the head of the clause. The 
variable Cap 1 was protected in the head for the same reason. 
Read-only variables in the head of a clause are thus used by a process to export a 
protected ata structure. This proved to be a simple and useful technique in our 
implementations. 
APPENDIX H. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF ALGORrlTIM 1 
pushed(Amt,c(Flow,X.Down,Up).List, c(Newflow?,Down?,Up).Listl)<- 
pushed(Amtl,list?,Listl) & 
Newflow == Flow + X & 
Amt := X + Amt1?. 
pushed(O,nil,nil). 
returned(Amt, c(Cap, Down,X.Up).List,c(O, Down,Up?).Listl)<- 
x \=¢ I 
returned(Amtl,List?,Listl) & 
add_returned(X,Amtl?,Amt). 
returned(Amt,c(Cap, Down,O.Up).list,c(Cap, Down,Up?).listl)<- 
returned(Amt,List?,Listl). 
returned(O,nil,nil). 
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add_returned(X,Amt,Totat)<- 
X \= block I 
Total == X + Amt. 
add_returned(block,Amt,Amt). 
push(N,Qin,c(Cap,Qout?.Down,Up).List,c(Cap1?,Down,Up).List1,Excess) <- 
Qout == min(Qin,Cap) & 
Cap1 := Cap-qout & 
Qinl == Qin-Qout & 
push(N,Qinl?,List?,listl,Excess). 
push(N, Excess,nil,nil,Excess). 
return(Qout,List,Listl)<- 
Qout \ :  e I 
returnl(Qout,List?,Listl). 
return(O,List,Listl)<- 
send(O,up,List,Listl). 
returnl(O,c(Flow, Down,btock.Up).List, c(Flow,Down,Up).Listl)<- 
returnl(O,List?,Listl). 
returnl(Amt, c(Flow, Down,Backflow?.Up).List, 
c(Ftowl?,Down,Up).Listl)<- 
Ant \: e I 
Backflow == min(Flow,Amt) & 
FLowl == Flow - Backftow? & 
Amtl == Amt - Backflow? & 
return1(Amt1?,List?,Listl). 
return1($,niL,nil). 
send(X,up,c(Amt,Down,X.Up).List, c(Amt,Down,Up).Listl)<- 
send(X,up, List?,listl). 
send(X,down, c(Amt,X.Down,Up).list,c(Amt,Down,Up).listl)<- 
send(X,down,List?,Listl). 
send(X,Dir,nil,nil). 
vertex(N, Inlist,Outlist,Control)<- 
send(O,down,Outlist,Outlistl) & 
send(O,up, Inlist, Inlistl) & 
vertexl(N, Inlistl?,Outlist1?,Control). 
vertexl(N, Inlist,Outlist,halt)<- 
infowrite(vertex(N),inlist, Inlist) & 
infowrite(vertex(N),outlist,Outlist). 
vertex1(N, Inlist,Outlist,Control)<- 
pushed(Amt, lnlist, lnlistl) & 
returned(Amtl,0utlist,Outlistl) I 
Excess := Amtl + Amt & 
push(N,Excess?,Outlistl?,Outlist2,Excessl) & 
return(Excessl?,Inlistl?,Inlist2) & 
vertexl(N, Inlist2?,Outlist2?,Control). 
source(Znitflow,Outlist,Control,Xs)<- 
saturate(Initflow,Outlist,Outlistl) & 
sourcel(Outlistl?,Control,X$). 
sourcel(Outlist,halt,X$)<- 
infowrite(source,outlist,Outlist). 
sourcel(Outlist,Control,aackflow.Xs)<- 
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returned(Backflow,Outlist,Outlistl) 
send(O,down,Outliatl,0utlist2) & 
write(flow_returned(Backflow)) & 
sourcel(Outlist2?,Control,Xs). 
saturate(Q,c(Cap,Cap.Down,Up).List, c(¢,Down,Up).Listl)<- 
saturate(ql,list?,Listl) & 
Q := Cap + Q1. 
saturate(l,niltnil). 
target(Inlist,ControltYs)<- 
send(O,up, Inlist, Inlistl) & 
targetl(Inlistl?,Control,Ys). 
targetl(Inlist,halt,Ys)<- 
infowrite(target,inlist,Inlist). 
targetl(Inlist,Control,Outflow.Ys)<- 
pushed(Outflow, Inlist, Inlistl) I 
send(@,up, Inlistl,Inlist2) & 
write(target_received(Outflow)) & 
targetl(Inlist2?,Control,Ys). 
monitor (¢ ,* ,* ,ha l t ) .  
monitor(Goal, X.Xs, Y.Ys, Control) <- 
Goal > 0 I 
Goal1 == 6oaL - X - Y & 
monitor(6oaLl?, Xs?t Ys?, Control). 
wa i t_ l i s t (X .Xs ,X .L is t )<-  
wait(X) I 
wai t_ l i s t (Xs? ,L is t ) .  
wait l i s t (n i l ,n i l ) .  
in fowr i te (N ,L i s t type , l i s t )<-  
wa i t_ l i s t (L i s t ,X)  I 
write(N) & write(Listtype) 
& call(newline). 
&call(writechlist(X)) 
APPENDIX IH. THE IMPI,gMENTATION OF ALGORITHM 2 
vertx(Name, Inlist,Outlist,Control)<- 
buildtree(Znlist, Intree)&buildtree(Outlist,Outree)& 
send(e,up, Intree?,Intreel) i send(@,down,Outree?,Outreel) & 
vertexl(Name, Intreel?,Outreel?,Control). 
buiLdtree(List ,Newl ist)<-bui ldtree(VaL,L ist ,Newl ist) .  
buildtree(VaL,l.List,c(VaL?,X?,Y?))<- 
f i r s te l (L i s t? ,N)  & N \= n i l  I 
spl i t(L.ListeAtB)& 
buiLdtree(VaL1,A?,X) & buiLdtree(Val2,B?,Y) & 
VaL := VaL1 + Val2. 
buiLdtree(Q,c(QsDown,Up).List, c(Q, strm(Down),strm(Up)))<- 
f i r s te l ( l i s t? ,n i l ) l t rue .  
sp l i t (X .Y .L is t ,X .A ,Y .B)<-sp l i t (L is t? ,A ,B) .  
sp l i t (X .n i l ,X .n i l , c (@,n i  l ,n i  l ) .n i l ) .  
spLit(ni  l ,n i  l ,n i l ) .  
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Excess := Q + Q1 & 
push(Excess?,Out l? ,Out2,Excessl )& 
re turn(Excess l? , In l ? , In2)  I 
ver tex l (N ,  In2? ,Out2? ,Contro l ) .  
source(Cap,Outlist,Control,Xs)<- 
buildtree(Outlist,c(Cap,A,B))& 
push(Cap?,c(Cap?,A?,B?),Outree1,Excess)& 
sourcel(Outree1?,Control,Xs). 
source1(Outree, halt,Xs)<- 
write(source)&write(outree(Outree)). 
sourcel(Outree,Control,Backflow.Xs)<- 
returned(Backflow,Outree,Outreel)& 
wait_write(Backflow,flow returned(Backflow)) 
send(~,down,Outreel?,Outree2) I 
source1(Outree2?,Control,Xs). 
target(Inlist,Control,Xs) <-  
buildtree(Inlist,Intree) & 
send(~,up,Intree?,Intreel) & 
target1(Intree1?,Control,Xs). 
targetl(Intree,halt,Xs)<- 
write(target)iwrite(intree(Intree)). 
target1(Intree, Control,Outflow.Xs)<- 
pushed(Outflow,Intree,Intreel) & 
wait_write(Outflow, target_received(Outflow)) 
send(O,up, Intreel?,Intree2) I 
targetl(Intree2?,Control,Xs). 
monitor(~,*,*,halt). 
monitor(Goal,X.Xs, Y.Ys, Control) <- 
Goat > 0 I 
Goal1 := Goal - X - Y & 
monitor(Goal1?, Xs?, Ys?, Control). 
send(NsgpDir,c(Q,c(A,B,C),Y),c(Q,N?,N?))<- 
send(Msg,Dir,c(A,B?,C),M)& 
send(Msg,Dir,Y?,N). 
send(Msg,down,c(Q,strm(Nsg.X),Y),c(Q,strm(X),Y)). 
send(Nsg,up, c(Q,X,strm(Msg.Y)),c(Q,X,strm(Y))). 
send(Msg,Dir,c(O,strm(nil),strm(nil)),c(O,strm(nil),strm(nil))). 
firstel(N.List,N). 
firstel(nil,nil). 
APPENDIX IV. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF ALGORITHM 3 
vertex(N, Inlist,Outlist,Control)<- 
calt(length(Intist, Inedges)) & 
build_stacktree(1,Inedges?,Stacktree) & 
build_intree(1,Inlist, Intree) & 
build_outree(Outlist,Outree) & 
send(e,up, Intree?,Intreel)& 
send(O,down,Outree?,Outreel)i 
vertexl(N,l,l,Inedges?,Stacktree?,Intreel?,Outreel?,Control). 
vertexl(N,Pulse,Pulses, Inedges,Stacktree, Intree,Outree,halt). 
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ver tex l (N ,  Pu lse ,Pu lses ,  Edges,Stacktree,  In t ree ,Out ree ,  Cont ro l )<-  
pushed(Amtl,Pulse,Pulses,Edges,Stacktree, Intree, 
Putses l .S tackt ree l , In t ree l )  & 
re turned(Aet2 ,0ut ree ,Out ree l )  I 
u r i te (ver tex(N ,Pu lse) )  & 
Excess == Amtl + Amt2 & 
push(Excess? ,Out ree l ,0ut ree2 ,Excess l )&  
return(Excessl?,Stacktreel,Intreel,Stacktree2,Zntree2)& 
Pulse1 == Pulse + 1 & 
ver text (N ,Pu lse l? ,Pu lses l? ,Edges ,S tackt ree2? ,  
Intree2?,Outree2?,Control). 
pushed(Amt,Pulse, Pulses,Edges,Stacktree, Intree, 
Pulsesl,Stacktreel,Intreel)<- 
findpulse(stacktree,Stacktree,Pulse,Pulses,Edges,Edgetree, 
Stacktreel,Pulsesl,Amt?,Edgetreel?)& 
pushedl(Amt,Pulse,Pulses,Edgetree?,Intree,Edgetree1,Intreel). 
pushedl(Amt,Pulse,Pulses,c(O,Edgeleft,Edgeright), 
c(Inval,Inleft, Inright),c(Amt?,Edgeleftl?,Edgeright1?), 
c(Inval,Inleftl?,Inright1?))<- 
pushedl(Amtl,Pulse,Pulses,Edgeleft, Inleft,Edgeleftl,Inleftl) & 
pushedl(Amt2,Pulse,Pulses,Edgeright,Inright,Edgerightl,Inrightl) & 
Amt == Amtl + Amt2. 
pushedl(X,Pulse,Pulses,c(O,nil), 
c(Inval,strm(X.Xs),strm(Ys),Subtree), 
c(X,strm1(Z)),c(Inval1?,strm(Xs?),strm(Ys),Subtreel?))<- 
Invall := Inval + X & 
findpulse(intree,Subtree, Pulse,Pulses,*, 
Leaf,Subtree1,*,O,strml(Z?)). 
pushedl(O,Pulse,Pulses,c(O,nil), 
c(Inval,strm(nil),strm(nil),Subtree), 
c(O,nil),c(Inval,strm(nil),strm(nil),Subtree)). 
f indpu lse(Type ,Tree ,Putse ,Pu lses ,Edges ,Leaf ,T ree l ,Pu lses ,Va l ,Lea f l )<-  
PuLse =< Pulses I 
P1 := Pulses / 2 & 
f indpu lse(Tree ,Pu lse ,P l ? ,P l ? ,Lea f ,T ree l ,Va l , Lea f l ) .  
f indpu lse(Type ,Tree ,Pu lse ,  Pu lses ,Edges ,Leaf ,T ree2 ,Pu lses l ,Va l , Lea f l )<-  
Pulses < Pulse I 
Pulses1 == Pulses * 2 & 
bu i ld  pu lses (Type ,Pu lses ,Edges ,New_ha l f t ree)  & 
jo in (Tree ,Newha l f t ree? ,Tree l )  & 
f indpu lse(Tree l? ,Pu lse ,  Pu lses ,Pu lses ,Leaf ,T ree2 ,Va l ,Lea f l ) .  
findpulse(c(V,Left,Right),Pulse,Midpt, 
Partsize,leaf,c(Vl?,Left,Rightl?),Val,Leafl)<- 
Midpt < Pulse I 
Vl == V + VaL & 
Par ts i ze l  == Par ts i ze  / 2 & 
Midpt l  = Midpt + Par ts i ze l  & 
f indpu lse(R ight ,Pu lse ,M idpt l ? ,Par ts i ze l? ,Leaf ,R ight l ,Vat ,Leaf l ) .  
f indpu lse(c (V ,Le f t ,R tght ) /Pu lse .R idpt ,  
Partsize,Leaf,c(Vl?.Leftl?,Right),Val.Leafl)<- 
Pulse =< Mtdpt K Par ts i ze~=e I 
Vl := V + Vat & 
Par ts i ze l  == Par ts i ze  / 2 8 
M idpt l  == Midpt - Par ts i ze l  & 
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findpulse(Left,Pulse,Midpt1?,Partsize1?,Leaf,Left1,Val,Leafl). 
findpulst(c(X,Y),Pulse,Midpt,~,Y,c(Xl?,New),Val,New)<- 
X1 := X + Val. 
build_stacktree(Pulses,Edges,Stacktree)<- 
build_pulses(stacktree,Pulses,Edges,Stacktree). 
build_intree(Pulses,Inlist,Intree)<- 
build_edgetree(intree,Pulses,lnlist,Intree). 
build_outree(Outlist,Outree)<- 
build edgetree(outree,*,Outlist,Outree). 
build_pulses(Type,Pulses,X,c(¢,Left?,Right?))<- 
Pulses\=1 I 
Pulses1 .= Pulses / 2 & 
build_pulses(Type,Pulsesl?,X,Left) & 
build_pulses(Type,Pulsesl?,X,Right). 
build_pulses(stacktree, l,N,c(¢,Edgetree?))<- 
build_empty_edgetree(N, Edgetree). 
bu i ld_pulses( int ree, l , * ,c (¢ ,n i l ) ) .  
build_edgetree(Type,Pulses,List,Edgetree)<- 
build_edgetree(Val,Type,Pulses,List,Edgetree). 
build edgetree(Val,Type,Pulses,L.List,c(Val?,X?,Y?))<- 
f i rs te l (L is t? ,N)  i N?\=nil I 
sp l i t (L .L ist ,A,B)  & 
build_edgetree(Vall,Type,Pulses,A?,X) &
build_edgetree(Val2,Type,Pulses,B?,Y) &
Val := Va l l+  Val2. 
build_edgetree(Q, outree,Pulses, c(Q, Down,Up).List, 
c(Q, strm(Down),strm(Up)))<- 
f i r s te l (L i s t? ,n i l ) l t rue .  
build_edgetree(¢,intree,Pulses,c(Q,Down,Up).List, 
c(Q,strm(Down),strm(Up),Subtree?))<- 
f i r s te l (L i s t? ,n i l )  I 
build_pulses(intree,Pulses,*,Subtree). 
spl it(X.Y.ListpX.Xs,Y.Ys)<-spl it(List?,Xs,Ys).  
sp l i t (X.n i  l ,X.ni l ,c(O,ni l ,n i l ) .n i  l ) .  
sp l i t (n i  l ,ni  l ,n i  l ) .  
bu i ld_empty_edget ree(N ,c (O,X? ,Y? ) )<-  
N \=I  I 
ceiling_div(Nt2,N1) & 
build empty_edgetree(Nl?,X) & 
build eapty_edgetree(Nl?,Y). 
build_empty_edgetree(1,c(e,nit)). 
firstel(N.List,N). 
firstel(nil,nil). 
push(Qin,c(Cap,X,Y),Newtree,Excess) <- 
Qout := min(Qin,Cap) i 
Excess == Qin - Qout & 
pushl(Qout?,c(Cap, X,Y),Newtree). 
pushl(Q,c(Cap,c(Capl,W,X),c(Cap2,Y,Z)), 
c(Neucap? ,M? ,N?) )<-  
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Newcap := Cap - Q & 
Q1 := min(Q, Capl) & 
push l (q l? ,c (Cap l ,W,X) ,R)  & 
Q2 := q - ql g 
pushl(Q2?,c(Cap2,Y,Z) ,N) .  
pushl(Q,c(Cap,strm(Q.Down),strm(Up)) ,c(Newcap?,strm(Down),strm(Up)))<- 
Newcap := Cap - Q. 
push1(¢,c(¢,strm(niq),strm(nil)),c(¢,strm(nil),strm(nil))). 
returned(Amt,Outree,Outreel)<-returned1(Amt,Dec,Outree,Outreel). 
returnedl(Amt,Dec,c(Val,X,c(A,B,C)),c(Newval?,W?,Z?))<- 
returned(Amt1,Decl,X?,W)&returned1(Amt2,Dec2,c(A,B,C),Z)& 
Amt := Amtl + Amt2 & 
Dec := Decl + Dec2 & 
Newval := Val - Dec. 
returned1(¢,Val,c(Val,Xs,strm(block.Ys)),c(¢,Xs,strm(Ys?))). 
returnedl(Y,Val,c(Val,Xs,strm(Y.Ys)),c(¢,Xs,strm(Ys?)))<- 
Y\=~ & Y\=block I true. 
returned1(O,0,c(Val,Xs,strm(O.Ys)),c(Val,Xs,strm(Ys?))). 
returnedl(l,¢,c(O,strm(nil),strm(nil)),c(¢,strm(nil),strm(nil))). 
return(O,Stacktree,lntree,Stacktree,Intreel)<- 
send(O,up, Intree, Intreel). 
return(Q,Stacktree,Intree,Stacktree1,Intreel)<- 
Q\=¢ I 
pop_stack(Q,Stackt ree ,Stackt ree l )  &
co l lec t_ re turn(Amt , In t ree ,  In t ree l ) .  
pop_stack(Q,c(Val,Left,Right),c(Val1?,Left1?,Right1?))<- 
Vall := Val - Q & 
val(Right,V2) & 
Q1 :: min(Q,V2) & 
pop_stack(ql?,Right,Rightl)& 
Q2 := Q - Q1 & 
pop_stack(Q2?,left,leftl). 
pop_stack(Q,c(Val,Subtree),c(Val1?,Xl?))<- 
subtree(Subtree) I 
Vall := Val - Q & 
pop_stack(Q, Subtree,Xl). 
pop_stack(Q,c(Val,strml(Q.Xs)),c(Val1?,strml(Xs)))<- 
Val l  ~: Val - Q. 
pop_stack(O,c(O,nil),c(e,nil)). 
co l lec t_ re turn(Amt ,c (Va l , Le f t ,R ight ) , c (Va l , Le f t l ? ,R ight l ? ) )<-  
co l lec t_ re turn(Amt l tLe f t , Le f t l )  & 
co l lec t  re turn(Amt2 ,R ight ,R ight l )&  
Amt := Ant1 + Ant2. 
co l lec t_ re turn(Q,c (Va l , s t rm(Xs) , s t rm(Ql? .Ys ) ,Subt ree) ,  
c (Va l l ? , s t rm(Xs) , s t rm(Ys) ,Subt ree l ) )<-  
co l lec t (Q,SubtreepSubtree l )  & 
what.to_send(Q?,Q1) & 
Val l  .= Val - Q.  
co l lec t (Q ,c (V ,  Le f t ,R ight ) , c (V ,  Le f t l ? ,R ight l ? ) )<-  
co l lec t (Q1,Le f t , Le f t l )  & co l tec t (Q2,R ight ,R ight l )  & 
Q := Q1 + Q2. 
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co l lec t (Q ,c (V ,  s t rml (Q.Zs) ) , c (V ,s t rml (Zs? ) ) ) .  
co l lec t (O ,c (V ,n i l ) , c (V ,n iL ) ) .  
cei l ing_d iv (X ,Y ,Z)<-  
Z := X / Y & M:= Z * Y & N? - X I t rue .  
ce i l ing  d iv (X ,Y ,Z1)<-  
Z := X / Y & M:= Z * Y & M?\=X J 
Z l :=Z + 1. 
join(Tree,New half,c(Val?,Tree,New_half))<- 
val(Tree,Val). 
send(Nsg ,D i r , c (Q ,Le f t ,R ight ) , c (Q ,  Le f t l ? ,R ight l ? ) )<-  
subt ree(Le f t ) J  
send(Rsg ,D i r , Le f t , Le f t l )  & 
send(Rsg ,D i r ,R ight ,R ight l ) .  
send(Rsg,down, c(Q, s t rm(Msg.X) ,Y ) ,c (Q ,  s t rm(X) ,Y ) ) .  
send(Msg,up ,c (Q,X ,s t rm(Rsg .Y ) ,Subt ree) ,c (Q ,X ,s t rm(Y) ,Subt ree) ) .  
send(Msg,Dir, c(¢,strm(nil),strm(nil),S),c(¢,strm(nil),stre(nil),S)). 
send(Msg,Dir,c(O,strm(nil),strm(nil)),c(O,strm(nil),strm(nil))). 
source(Cap,Outlist,Control,Xs)<- 
build_outree(Outlis~,c(Cap,L,R)) & 
push(Cap?,c(Cap?,L?,R?),Outree1,Excess) & 
source1(Outree1?,Control,Xs). 
source1(Outree,halt,Xs). 
sourcel(Outree,Control,Backflow.Xs)<- 
returned(Backflow,Outree,Outreel) I 
wait_write(Backflow, flow_returned(Backflow)) & 
send(O,down,Outree1?,Outree2) & 
sourcel(Outree2,Control,Xs). 
target(Inlist,Control,Ys)<- 
call(length(Inlist,Inedges)) & 
build_stacktree(1,Inedges?,Stacktree) & 
build_intree(1,Inlist,Intree) & 
send(e,up, Intree?,Intreel)& 
target1(1,1,Inedges?,Stacktree?,Intree1?,Control,Ys). 
target1(Pulse,Pulses,Edges,Stacktree, Intree, halt,Ys). 
target1(Pulse,Pulses, Edges,Stacktree,Intree,Control,Outflow.Ys)<- 
pushed(Outflow,Pulse,Pulses,Edges,Stacktree, Intree, 
Pulses1,Stacktree1,Intreel) I 
wait_write(Outflow, target_received(Outflow)) & 
send(O,up, Intreel?,Intree2) & 
Pulse1 := Pulse + 1 & 
target1(Pulse1?,Pulses1,Edges,Stacktree1,Intree2,Control,Ys). 
monitor(O,*,*,halt). 
monitor(Goal,X.Xs,Y.Ys,Control)<- 
Goal > O I 
Goal1 := Goal - X - Y & 
monitor(Goal?,Xs?,Ys?,Control). 
what_to_send(Q,Q)<- 
Q\=¢ I t rue .  
what_to_send(O,b lock) .  
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val(c(VaL,XpY),Val). 
val(c(VaL,X),Val). 
subtree(c(Val,X,Y,Z)). 
subtree(c(Val,X,Y)). 
subtree(c(Val,X)). 
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